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ABSTRACT

The chapter aims at the identification of existing natural, environmental, and rural resources that have worked together to promote the individual brand of Stavropol Region as a producer of green agricultural commodities and food, as well as a resort area, attractive by its unique environmental conditions. The perspectives of the development of green production are accessed in order to exploit existing regional resources in the long term, encourage local/regional producers and stimulate their economies, which is vital to quality of life in the countryside and a balanced development of rural and urban areas. Special attention is paid to the elaboration of possible ways to increase effectiveness of natural management as an approach to improve the competitiveness and sustainability of rural economies whilst at the same time opening up alternative employment opportunities for rural people.

INTRODUCTION

In the modern conditions development and promotion of a brand are predetermined by an understanding, that brand, being intangible, is in the same time an extremely important characteristic of product, company, area, region, or even a whole country. The quality or attribute, symbolized by a brand, are associated with stability, trust and a certain range of expectations.

When determining regional brand, we proceed from the premise of a brand as a positive sort of advanced, demonstrated image. The approach, presented in the chapter, constitutes regional brand as a projection of unique qualities and universal human values on sustainable regional development through utilization of inimitable original consumer properties of the certain territory, which are widely famous, recognized and demanded by consumers inside and outside the region.
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Regional branding is closely corresponded with natural, environmental, historic and cultural peculiarities of a territory. Being based on such an approach, regional branding promotes cooperation and networks between various actors of regional economics, thanks to which they develop, improve their products and services, and introduce more environmentally friendly processes.

Regional branding as a process of development and management of a brand includes its creation, enhancement, promotion, updating, repositioning and rebranding. It assumes implementation of new approaches to regional image and specific relations of target groups. Branding is a preferable way of regional identification, separation from other regions, attraction of consumers’ attention, and, finally, effective utilization of regional competitive advantages.

Research is completed on the case of Stavropol Region, the rural area in the southern part of Russia, famous for its unique agricultural, environmental and resort potentials. However, utilization of those resources is not very effective. There is a range of problems on the way of sustainable rural development and rational natural management. Enhancement of regional branding through development of green production and effective utilization of existing natural advantages of a region can contribute to the resilience and development of territorial economies, particularly in such rural regions, as Stavropol, by coordinating sets of high-quality agricultural commodities and food which are inextricably interlinked and which embody the specific characteristics of Stavropol Region and in particular its heritage (historical, cultural, geographical, environmental, resort, etc.).

Being assembled together green agricultural products are unique and generate revenue at regional level through opening up new opportunities on local and international markets. Green production may also act as an ‘umbrella’ for promoting Stavropol region as a resort and tourist destination.

**BACKGROUND**

“Brand” is one of the most popular terms of the present time, however it is not almost used almost in everyday life of an ordinary consumer. The question of the definition of a brand concept has been actual already for over the last ten years which is confirmed by a large number of researches and publications on this subject, existence of specialized periodicals, such as “Marketing specialist”, “Management of a brand”, “Brand management”, etc., carried out international conferences devoted to this perspective (“Brand of the year”, “EFFIE”, “Choice of the year”, “100 best trademarks”, etc.). However the contribution of the Russian experts and theorists to research and highlighted of this question is still insufficient, after all, the Russian concept “brand” differs from the universal one a little. In Russia a small number of scientists are engaged in studying of a brand and creating the theoretical environment for its further studying, it is possible to cite as an example V.A. Aleksunin with the manual “Branding” (Aleksunin, 2000), E.A. Semenova who studies “Brand management” (Leini, Semenova, and Shilina, 2008). The theoretical-methodological basis of the research was theories and conceptual approaches of such leading domestic scientists as V.A. Aleksunin “Branding. Manual” (Aleksunin, 2000), E.A. Semenova “Brand management” (Leini, Semenova, and Shilina, 2008), I.M. Sinyaeva “Marketing communications” (Sinyaeva, Zemlyak, and Sinyaev, 2005), M.L. Vlasova “Sociological methods in market researches” (Vlasova, 2006), E.L. Golovleva “Trademark. Theory and practice of management” (Golovleva, 2003), I.Ya. Rozhkov and V.G. Kismeneshkin “Image of Russia” (Rozhkov and Kismeneshkin, 2008), V. Pertsia “Brand anatomy” (Pertsia, 2007), V.N. Domnin “Branding: new technologies in Russia” (Domnin, 2004), O.V. Guseva “Branding Concept” (Guseva, 2008), V.Yu. Ilevlev “The trademark and goods advance in the